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VAX Mobile App
Monitor all your VAX Access Control installations
from the palm of your hand.

The VAX Mobile app not only provides users with an
overview of their security system, but also allows for
remote access and control so users can respond rapidly
in emergency situations.

Product at a Glance

The VAX mobile application is available for download in both
Android and iOS app stores, and compatible with VAX version
2.9.61 and up. The smartphone app allows users to access
and manage multiple sites remotely. Users are given mobile
control of many facets of their access control systems, such
as the ability to view system status, override doors, elevator
doors, elevators floors, I/O access and run pre-programmed
proactive action plans. A QR code scanner quickly pulls up
the username and necessary information for that site, leaving
users only to enter the password.

Override pre-programmed settings during critical events
Action plans run specific programs during times of crisis
QR code scanner fills in log-in information
Ability to manage multiple installation sites
Instant notifications and alerts of who’s entering

Intelligent and Responsive Security
Setting up an access schedule for doors, elevators, floors and inputs/outputs is
the foundation of all Access Control systems. However, there are times when these
schedules need to be overridden and changed as responses to critical events.
That’s why we included the option to override or modify schedules, so users can
quickly respond and safeguard their facilities in an emergency. For example, in the
incident of a fire, users can use the app to immediately override any locked doors so
individuals can efficiently and safely exit the building.

Proactive Action Plans
In times of crisis, having a proactive strategy that protects your business is crucial in
ensuring rapid responses. Therefore, we integrated action plans into the VAX Mobile
app, which allow you to run customized programs specific to your security operation,
such as locking down all doors with the push of a button. These action plans can be
pre-programmed on a web interface and are readily available to be executed via the app.
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QR Access
We’ve added the ability to use your smartphone to quickly access your VAX
deployments. Simply use your phone to scan the QR code of a VAX site, which in
turn will fill in the IP address and username of the deployment. This time-saving
feature eliminates the need of manually entering tedious username and site
information so users can quickly access their VAX site. The QR code will be
available in a forthcoming VAX software update.

Pick & Choose Various VAX Sites
Manage multiple VAX installations with saved shortcuts that provide you with
a layout of the doors, elevators, floors and inputs/outputs for that installation.
Simply go to the “Deployment” tab and choose which location you would like
to manage or check. With no limit as to how many shortcuts you can make,
username and password are both saved for quick monitoring of all installations.

Precise Notifications
Interested in seeing who’s entering? You can click on a specific door and look
at the Recent Notifications to see who has swiped their card to enter your
VAX installation. A concise report will pop-up on the app to provide you
with a full list of names and times individuals used their card to enter.

Click on the icons below to download the VAX Mobile App today!

Contact your regional sales representative or visit vicon-security.com for more information.
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